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ABSTRACT
The digitized credentials with cryptographic signature facilitate
secure sharing. However, sharing credential data electronically
could raise privacy concerns. For the digital credentials to be widely
accepted, (i) securely verifying the participants and credentials to
increase trust, and (ii) a control to selectively disclose the content
of the credentials to increase privacy are important. Our research
focuses on designing a blockchain-based, decentralised credential
and identity management system that allows secure creation and
sharing of credentials equipped with selective disclosure solutions
based on attribute-based signatures.
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1

INTRODUCTION & RESEARCH PROBLEM

Credentials are privacy sensitive, but requires frequent sharing.
A digitized credential can reduce the cost and increase security
and integrity. The management and use of conventional digital
credentials require a centralized database (single point of failure) for
verification purpose. Furthermore, fraudulent activities and lack of
unified standards are barriers to global acceptance. A blockchain can
solve these challenges by recording and sharing data in a temperproof manner.
Researchers have proposed architectures using blockchain in
educational ecosystem [1]. However, they paid less attention to
managing user identities and privacy. Recipients require all their
credentials to be associated with an identity that is accepted globally.
Also, only sharing the necessary set of information would improve
privacy. Grather et al [2] have developed a prototype for credential
management which considered selected credential sharing. But
an attribute-level selective sharing, where certain attribute of the
credential can be redacted, is still not supported. Our proposed
solution extends the previous works of credential sharing with selfsovereign identity (SSI)[3] and attribute level selective disclosure.
We also embedded accessible time period on the shared credentials.

2 PROPOSED SYSTEM
2.1 Selective Disclosure
We use Attribute-based signature (ABS) [4] for the attribute-level
selective disclosure. Using ABS, the signature acts as an attestation to attributes of the student credential that marks the signed
attributes owned by the student. During verification, the verifier
can validate the signature by issuer’s public key.

2.2

Workflow Overview

Each certificate issuer and recipient is uniquely represented by
blockchain account and associated decentralized identifier (DID)
[5](step1). DIDs are stored on registry contract. Recipient sends

Figure 1: Proposed Credential Sharing Architecture
credential request to issuer(step2). After identity verification, issuer fetches relevant data from his off-chain repository to create
the credential and signs the credential with signing key, generated at the service layer for ABS(step3). Credential is stored on
issuer local storage, while hash of the credential and signature is
stored on chain. Issuer sends the link of signed credential to recipient(step4). Recipient generates his claim(step5) with required
subset of attributes. A Jason Web Token (JWT) is generated by the
platform with accessible time period. Both the claim and token are
sent to the verifier. Verifier verifies it via verification from credential services(step6). Verification module first decodes the JWT. If
access period is valid, the module receives verification key of ABS
from service layer. This verification key is then used to verify the
authenticity and integrity of shared attributes and corresponding
issuer signature. The implementation is in progress. We plan to
implement a decentralized application (DApp) for the system and
an user interface through mobile application to mark the potential
practicality of the infrastructure.
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